About the 2018 Learning Exchange

Creating magical moments across space and time:
Building CMM communities of practice
Creating is a central theme in a CMM framework: we create meanings, we create
relationships, we create our social worlds. In this year's Learning Exchange we
want to pay particular attention to how we create our very own CMM
communities of practice.
The idea of Communities of Practice (CoP) has gained traction over the past few
years and we invite you to explore with us:




What do we want to do with the idea of a CoP?
What does it take to create a CoP and what does it do?
How can we make it work for us from a CMM perspective?

We will have a series of working sessions exploring these type of issues around
specific areas of interest for different CMM inspired CoPs, including:





CosmoKidz
A virtual community for CMM inspired practices
Global communities
Student/learning communities

The idea that CMM can help us to create magical moments—with the pun on
CMM deliberately intended— in our social lives ran as a current through last
year's Learning Exchange in London. We felt this idea of creating magical
moments could be worked in so many creative ways that we now want to also
invite you to explore the possibilities with us at our 7th Annual Learning
Exchange.
So our guiding questions for all of us coming to the Learning Exchange are:
What are our aspirations for CMM-related communities of practice?
What do we want to learn with and from each other?
How do we create communities of practice using CMM ?
And how do we bring about many magical moments doing so?

Where and when?
Saddlebrook Ranch
The New Clubhouse and Restaurant
31143 S. Amenity Drive
Oracle, AZ 85623
We will start on Friday 26 October at 5:00 pm with a Welcoming Reception (no
host bar and food available).
The working sessions will take place over Saturday 27 to Sunday 28 October,
closing at 3pm.

Accommodation
A special discounted rate of US$99 has been organized for the period from
Friday October 26 through Monday October 29. When you ring or email to make
a booking you need to say it is for the CMM Institute.
Fairfield Inn and Suites by Marriott
Tucson North/Oro Valley
10150 N. Oracle Rd.
Oro Valley, AZ 85704
Phone: 520.202.4000
International contact information:
Alfonso Castillo, General Manager
Alfonso_Castillo@aol.com

Travel
You can fly in to one of two airports. The closest is Tucson International and is
approximately a 1 hour drive to Oracle. Phoenix International is approximately a
2 hour drive.

Registration
2018 associates
Non-associates
Students

$175
$275
$100

This covers
•
•

attendance at the working sessions
breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks on Saturday

•

breakfast, lunch and snacks on Sunday

For more information
On logistics
Anything else

kimpeace@aol.com
robyn.penman@clearmail.com.au

